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THE ART OF OMNI



For me, Omni was a dream come true: a big, slick, 
beautifully presented magazine dealing with the future.
     Ever since I’d started my profession as a writer I’d longed 
for such a magazine. I never dreamed that I would become 
its executive editor!
     I had achieved a respectable career writing science 
fiction and nonfiction books. I became a regular contributor 
to Analog Science Fiction and Fact magazine, the premier 
publication in the science fiction field. When Analog’s 
longtime editor, John W. Campbell, Jr., died in 1971, I was 
asked to take the position.
     I had a great time with Analog, but after seven fruitful 
years I decided to retire from editing and become a full-
time writer.
     My retirement lasted less than two weeks.
     Just before leaving Analog I was invited by Bob 
Guccione and Kathy Keeton to see their plans for 
a magazine they called Nova. I was stunned. It was 
very similar to a proposal I had recently made to 
the management of Condé Nast Publications, Inc., 
the company that owned Analog—as well as much 
more profitable magazines such as Vogue, Glamour, 
Mademoiselle, House & Garden, etc.
     My idea was to publish a big, slick magazine about the 
future. I called it Tomorrow! My dream magazine, it would 
feature both factual articles and fiction stories, all dealing 
with the future. Condé Nast’s management considered the 
idea, but decided to bring out a different magazine, Self, 
aimed at the women’s market that they knew quite well.
     I was greatly impressed with Bob and Kathy’s 
presentation of Nova, but I had retired from magazine 
editing. I told them I’d be happy to write for Nova, but I 
politely refused their offer of an editorial position.
     They took my turndown graciously, and asked me to 
suggest someone who might serve as their fiction editor. I 
suggested a young woman who had worked for me earlier 
at Analog. She took the job.
     Meanwhile, the producers of PBS’s Nova TV series sued 
Guccione, claiming that he was using the name of their 
show to promote his own new endeavor. Over a frantic 
weekend, while Nova’s first issue was being held on the 
press, Bob and his minions came up with the name Omni, 
which I thought was a much better title for the magazine.
     (Besides, one of the reasons I hesitated to join Bob and 
Kathy’s magazine was the silly reluctance to be known as 
“Bova from Nova.”)
     Well, the woman I had suggested to be Omni’s fiction 
editor ran off and got married just after the first edition of 
the magazine hit the newsstands. Her husband would not 
let her work. I got a call from Bob, who told me he had no 
fiction editor for Omni, and it was at least partly my fault.
     Thus ended my retirement. I told Bob I’d sit in at the fiction 
desk until he could find a replacement.
     A year later I was still there, having the time of my life, 
when the magazine’s editorial director abruptly quit. 

Kathy asked me to step up to the job. With some inner 
qualms, I did.
     And I loved every minute of it. Bob Guccione was the 
best publisher I had ever worked for. He backed Omni with 
millions of dollars worth of publicity and promotion. He 
stayed out of the editors’ hair and allowed us to run the 
magazine pretty much as we chose. Kathy Keeton was in 
the office every day, but she too let the editorial staff “do its 
thing” without any troubling interference.
     A large part of my job was to travel the nation, and 
Europe, to convince potential readers, advertisers, and 
circulation outlets that Omni was not “Penthouse in space,” 
as many detractors snickered early on. I showed them that 
Omni was a serious magazine.
     To the editorial staff I repeatedly pointed out that Omni 
was not a science magazine. A good deal of its content 
had to do with science, of course, but we were a magazine 
about the future, I emphasized, all aspects of the future.
     My reasoning was that science magazines were like 
spinach, good for you but not terribly appetizing. Omni was 
more like lemon meringue pie: dig in, you’ll enjoy yourself.
     That was the difference between Omni and all the rest.
     A good part of Omni’s immediate success was the 
striking look of the magazine. That’s where Bob made his 
greatest impact. Working with our art director, Frank Devino, 
Bob saw to it that every issue of Omni was a feast for the eye 
as well as the mind.
     Omni quickly acquired a readership in the millions, ten 
times more than any science fiction magazine. We had 
a brilliant editorial staff, and obtained stories and articles 
from the world’s top writers and thinkers.  And illustrations, of 
course, from the top visual artists.
     The scene that sticks in my mind, though, is from our first 
anniversary party, at Bob and Kathy’s home a few blocks 
from the magazine’s offices. 
     One of our editors, who had worked at several science 
magazines that had all gone broke, approached Bob in 
the midst of the party and thanked him for backing Omni 
so handsomely.
     “I mean,” the editor gushed, “I come to the office in the 
morning and there’s the public bus coming up the avenue 
with a big advertisement for Omni on its side!”
     Bob was noted for humor. Which made it all the funnier 
when he replied to the editor, completely straight-faced, 
“Well, it’s only that one bus. We have it go around the block 
all day.”
     Omni was a joy. I miss it terribly.

Ben Bova
Naples, Florida

Omni 
– a Reminiscence



4 5CLIFF MCREYNOLDS, “FICTION: LOBOTOMY SHOALS,” FEBRUARY 1979

Omni lived in a time well before the digital revolution. The 
images you see on these pages have taken us years to 
track down and brought us in touch with esteemed artists, 
amazing photographers, and dusty storage lockers. Our 
quest is far from over; you’ll notice an almost decade-
long gap in the material, the contents of which were 
either lost or destroyed. We continue to search throughout 
the universe for any images we can find, and will share 
them with the world at our all-things-Omni website, 
omnireboot.com. Stay tuned...
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10 11PAUL PECK, “INNER LANDSCAPES,” FEBRUARY 1979
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36 37ERNST FUCHS, “FICTION: ONLY YOU FANZY,” SEPTEMBER 1980

“For eighteen years, 

Omni combined 

a fascination 

with science and 

speculation, 

literature and art, 

philosophy and 

quirkiness, serious 

speculation and gonzo 

speculation, the 

health of the planet 

and its cultures, 

our relationship to 

the universe and its 

(possible) cultures, 

and a sense that 

whatever else, 

tomorrow would be 

different from today.”
KEITH FERRELL
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